Court reporters are certified at either 95% or 98% accuracy, depending on their certifying organization; however, the measure of accuracy is not one that evaluates their ability to transcribe nonstandard dialects. Here, we demonstrate that Philadelphia court reporters consistently fail to meet this level of transcription accuracy when confronted with mundane examples of spoken African American English (AAE). Furthermore, we show that they often cannot demonstrate understanding of what is being said. We show that the different morphosyntax of AAE, the different phonological patterns of AAE, and the different accents in Philadelphia related to residential segregation all conspire to produce transcriptions that not only are inaccurate, but also change the official record of who performed what actions under which circumstances, with potentially dramatic legal repercussions for everyday speakers of AAE.*
1.
Introduction. The criminal justice system of the United States rests on the idea that every criminal defendant has the right to a speedy and fair trial (per the sixth amendment of the US Constitution). Every defendant is assured representation, promised a jury of his or her peers, and given the opportunity to appeal. Every trial is recorded by a highly trained court reporter so that a verbatim official record will be available. But what happens when the verbatim official record is not so verbatim? What happens to the right to a fair trial when the words of the defendant, or the witnesses, are misunderstood and inaccurately inscribed in the official court record?
This study is an experimental investigation of court reporter transcription accuracy and comprehension of African American English (alternately, African American Language (AAL), African American Vernacular English (AAVE), Black English Vernacular (BEV), among others). In order to work in the courts, court reporters must be certified * The authors wish to thank Jane Margulies Kalbfeld for calling and insisting we drop everything and turn on the TV to see what was happening during the Zimmerman trial, and we wish to thank Rachel Jeantel, who experienced egregious mistreatment we hope this research will alleviate for others. We owe a debt of gratitude to John Rickford (and Sharese King) , who encouraged us to pursue this quantitative approach while they pursued a qualitative approach to the same problem. We are grateful to John Baugh and Arthur Spears for their insightful and important feedback during the review process. We wish to thank Walt Wolfram, Christopher Hall, Curtis Wright, Satish Robertson, Murda, T-Mac, and Mike Lee, as well as all of the anonymous speakers who lent their voices to this project. We wish to thank Philadelphia Lawyers for Social Equity and the individuals within the Philadelphia court system who gave us access to the court reporters and the space to perform the study, as well as the participants in the pilot study. This article is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship under Grant No: DGE 1342536. Finally, we would like to thank the University of Pennsylvania for the Research Opportunity Grant that made this research possible.
by one of the field's main certifying bodies at an accuracy of 95% or greater. However, court reporters are neither trained nor tested on their transcription of nonstandard dialects, but are rather tested for speed, spelling, punctuation, and arcane medical and legal jargon spoken in Standard American English (SAE). As we demonstrate below, court reporters in Philadelphia fall far short of 95% accuracy when confronted with everyday examples of African American English.
The only academic study of the role of African American English (AAE) in a legal or judicial context, to our knowledge, is Rickford & King 2016 , which takes as its starting point the treatment of Rachel Jeantel during the highly publicized murder trial of George Zimmerman. Rickford and King discuss Jeantel's treatment both by lawyers and by the members of the jury before expanding their focus to examine the ways in which 'vernacular speakers' (here including speakers of nonstandard dialects as well as English-lexifier creoles) have been misunderstood or intentionally misrepresented in a legal setting. Following Eades 2010, they note that there has been 'almost no linguistic research which examines African American interactions in the legal process' (Eades 2010 :89, cited in Rickford & King 2016 . This article is an attempt to begin to rectify that situation, with a quantitative companion to Rickford and King's qualitative study.
For this study, we gave a transcription-and-paraphrase task to a sample of twentyseven court reporters currently working in the Philadelphia courts. Court reporters were given naturalistic speech with representative features of AAE morphosyntax that are different from those of 'standard' English. Using their own stenotype machines, as they would in the courtroom, they were asked to transcribe after multiple listens and to paraphrase what they heard as best they could. They were given unlimited time to revise and 'clean up' their transcriptions before submission. They were also administered a brief demographic survey, and they participated in informal, participant-directed post-study interviews about their views on transcription, nonstandard speech, and African Americans. We found that participants fell well below their certified 95-98% transcription accuracy, could not accurately paraphrase what they had heard, and generally held negative beliefs about 'Ebonics' and about African Americans. These negative attitudes were not limited to African Americans on trial, but in some cases extended to police and judges as well.
The organization of the article is as follows: we first discuss relevant background information about the structure of AAE, the relationship between AAE speakers and the criminal justice system in the United States, how court reporting works, and the importance of the court record in legal proceedings ( §2). We next turn to the experimental study ( §3), beginning with a discussion of the study materials and a description of a pilot study conducted with non-AAE-speaking laymen and lawyers, which we used to validate our experimental stimuli, and then discuss the design, participants, and analysis of our quantitative study of court reporter accuracy and comprehension. We present the results of the study in §4 and discuss them in §5, with an eye to understanding the types of misunderstandings and mistranscriptions we find, as well as the relationship between court reporters and language attitudes about nonstandard dialects and about African Americans. Finally, we discuss policy suggestions ( §6) and conclude ( §7). Africa) (Baugh 1999) . It is increasingly referred to as African American Language to avoid taking a contested theoretical stance on the origin of the variety (Lanehart 2015) , 1 and has also been referred to as African American Vernacular English (e.g. Bailey & Thomas 1998 , Labov 1998 , Pullum 1999 , Rickford 1999 , Labov 2010 , as Black English Vernacular (Labov 1972) , and with various other names that have now fallen out of favor.
For our purposes, the linguistic research around AAE can be grouped into broad approaches: explanation that while not widely considered 'standard', it is still coherent, rule-governed, and valid; and description of the linguistic structure of the language variety. For instance, both 'The logic of nonstandard English' (Labov 1970) and 'African American Vernacular English is not standard English with mistakes' (Pullum 1999) thirty years later, following the Oakland 'Ebonics' controversy, aim to disabuse readers of negative language attitudes about AAE by demonstrating that, while its rules are different from those of 'standard' American English, it is rule-governed. There is, to our knowledge, no quantitative measure of the success of this approach. It should be noted that there is an implicit assumption in this line of research that we wish to make explicit: non-speakers of AAE generally do not know the rules of AAE and often fail to understand it. The socially rehabilitative (also called 'vindicationist') line of research is of value in part because non-AAE speakers stigmatize AAE as 'broken' precisely because they do not understand it. Otherwise, pointing out that it is in fact logical, rulegoverned, and coherent would have little value. As Arthur Spears (p.c.) notes, though, this is not, nor can it be, the only reason, as other poorly understood varieties (e.g. Scottish English) do not suffer the same stigma in this context; the stigma is 'due primarily to its connection to African Americans, and to blackness in general'.
Descriptions of this language variety, as with any other, cover a broad range of topics. Of particular interest in the last fifty years have been cataloging and describing morphosyntactic patterns that differ from those of SAE, such as habitual be or preterite had (Rickford & Rafal 1996 , Rickford 1999 , Ross et al. 2004 , explaining variation in morphophonological patterns such as the (variable) deletion of possessive /s/ (Labov 1972 , Mufwene et al. 1998 , Cukor-Avila & Lanehart 2001 , Green 2002 , and investigating local sound changes, especially with reference to local white norms (Wolfram et al. 2000 , Mallinson & Wolfram 2002 , Labov et al. 2006 , Blake & Shousterman 2010 , Labov & Fisher 2015 , King 2016 ). There has also been a fair amount of research into what Spears calls camouflage constructions 2 -constructions in AAE that, at first glance, appear to be the same as corresponding constructions in SAE, but that actually have very different meanings in AAE (Spears 1982 , Wolfram 1994 , Cuckor-Avila 2002 , Collins et al. 2008 , Collins & Postal 2012 , Jones 2015 , Jones & Hall 2019 . 3 And indeed, AAE is highly systematic and rule-governed, but differs signifi-1 That is, whether it is essentially (i) a dialect of English with West African language features, creole features, or both, or (ii) a former English-lexifier creole that has undergone decreolization. The debate about the origins of AAE is not pursued here, and our use of African American English is not intended to suggest a theoretical orientation toward the so-called 'Anglicist hypothesis'. We chose not to use African American Language because doing so implicitly takes a legal procedural stance we do not agree with-namely, treating AAE as a distinct language, which would then require official testimony to be the speech of a translator.
2 These are alternately referred to as 'masked Africanisms', for example, by Rickford and Rickford (1976) . 3 It is important to note that Collins and colleagues define camouflage constructions differently from Spears: Collins et al. focus on determiner phrases and agreement within the same variety, whereas Spears is interested in different meanings across two varieties of what at first glance appears to be the same construction. Both are relevant to this article, and the use of a nigga for first-person singular reference discussed below is in fact an instance of both kinds of camouflage construction.
cantly from SAE. In the next subsections, we give a brief overview of relevant features of AAE phonology and morphosyntax. It should be borne in mind that while sociolinguists researching AAE often focus on one or another of the above phenomena, all of these vocalic and consonantal phenomena can potentially apply in the same utterance, along with normal fast-speech phenomena we expect to encounter across dialects.
2.3.
Morphosyntax. AAE also possesses a number of morphosyntactic features that differ from those of other North American varieties of English. AAE allows deletion of the verbal copula in the same contexts in which SAE allows phonological reduction, demonstrated in example 1. 7 AAE allows for negative concord, in which a negation triggers morphological agreement with negative polarity items (NPIs) (see Labov 1972 , Martin & Wolfram 1998 , Green 2002 for discussion), and for deletion of third-person singular present-tense /s/, both shown in example 2 (Fasold 1972 , Labov 1972 , Loflin et al. 1973 , Green 1998 , Mufwene et al. 1998 ). Many varieties of AAE make use of expletive it instead of expletive there, as in example 3 (Labov 1972 , Martin & Wolfram 1998 .
(1) He workin'. 'He is working.' (2) Nobody never say nothin'.
'Nobody ever says anything.' (3) It's a man here to see you.
'There's a man here to see you.' AAE also has a number of morphosyntactic markers of tense, aspect, and mood that other varieties of English lack. For instance, AAE makes use of habitual be, an invariant form that marks habitual action (Labov 1972 , Green 1998 , Martin & Wolfram 1998 , 8 perfect done, 9 which marks (thoroughly) completed action (Labov 1972 , Green 1998 , and a phonologically stressed been (alternately 'stressed bin') that marks an action or situation as having been completed in the remote past and still obtaining in the present (Labov 1972 , Dayton 1996 , Rickford & Rickford 2000 , 10 each shown in example 4. 7 The status of null copula in AAE is somewhat more controversial than we have presented here, as various researchers have argued for no underlying copula (Stewart 1966) or for contraction and deletion (Labov 1969 (Labov , 1972 . It is central to arguments about the nature of AAE. (Is it essentially a dialect of English? A different language? A de-creolized variety?) For an overview, the reader is referred to Rickford et al. 1991 and Labov 1998 . For our purposes, all that is relevant is that in the present tense, in some sentence structures, there is no overt verbal copula.
8 This, too, is the subject of a number of different analyses, but the existence of a habitual marker pronounced invariably as be is not controversial. 9 Here we follow standard usage in the tense/aspect/mood literature, which, it should be noted, differs somewhat from variationist usage, which would label this a perfective.
10 In this article we choose to follow the way AAE speakers tend to write stressed been (as <been>, not <bin>) and how our speakers pronounced it. As discussed further in §5.2, while the pin-pen merger is often described as a feature of AAE and stressed been is often written as <bin>, AAE speakers from Philadelphia and New York City are often not pin-pen merged, and they write and pronounce it as been. We thus represent stressed been in examples throughout as BEEN.
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'He moved away from the city.' c. I bEEn did my homework.
'I completed my homework a long time ago.' Some speakers make use of a be done construction that either can indicate habitual or future completion of an action (Labov 1972 , Green 1998 or can function as a resultative marker (Baugh 1983) , as in the following.
(5) a. When I be getting off work, he be done gone to bed. 'Usually, when I get off work, he has already gone to bed.' b. I'll be done seen most everything when I seen an elephant fly.
'I'll have seen nearly everything when I have seen an elephant fly.' AAE also allows for the deletion of possessive /s/, as previously noted, and for the construction of long strings of nouns in genitive relations with no overt marking, as shown in example 6 (Labov 1998 , Mufwene et al. 1998 .
(6) His uncle baby mama friend house front porch just got repainted. 'His uncle's baby's mother's friend's house's front porch just got repainted.' As demonstrated in example 7, questions in subordinate clauses can undergo the same subject-auxiliary inversion as main clause questions in SAE, with the same prosody (Labov 1972 , Green 1998 .
(7) I was wondering do it take you long. 'I was wondering whether it takes you long.' More importantly, as noted above, AAE has a number of constructions that are referred to as camouflage constructions, which look similar to constructions in SAE but have different meanings. Stressed been, above, is potentially one such construction, where she BEEN married means 'she has been married for a long time (and still is)' and not 'she has been married (before)' (Labov 1972 , Rickford 1975 , Green 1998 , Martin & Wolfram 1998 , Rickford & Rickford 2000 . 11 Others include preterite rather than pluperfect use of had (preterite had) (Rickford & Rafal 1996 , Rickford 1999 , Ross et al. 2004 what Spears (1982) calls 'indignant' come, shown in 8b; talkin' 'bout as a verb of quotation (first described in Jones 2016, but examples are present in Spears 1982 , Labov 1998 , and Ross et al. 2004 , shown in 8c; auxiliary inversion (Green 1998) , shown in 8d; first-person singular use of a nigga (Jones & Hall 2019) , as in 8e; and modal tryna (Lane 2014) , as in 8f.
(8) a. We had went to the store when I got a text. 'We went to the store and then I got a text (while there).' not: 'We went to the store (and returned) and then I got a text.' b. He come tryin' to hit on me.
'He tried to hit on me (and I'm indignant about it 'They were going to arrest me, but they didn't (after all).' not: 'They were attempting to arrest me but failed at it.' It is important to remember that most parts of the United States are highly segregated, and Philadelphia is no exception (Charles 2003 , Massey 2004 , O'Sullivan & Wong 2007 . While the population is roughly equally split between black and white residents, these residents do not generally live together, attend school together, or interact socially. According to the American Communities Project (Logan 2013) , as of 2010 Philadelphia had a black-white dissimilarity index of 73.4, a black isolation index of 72.5, and a black-white exposure index of 14.2. 12 This means that white Philadelphians have limited opportunity to interact with native AAE speakers in real life, especially during their early language acquisition, and it would not be unreasonable to expect white Philadelphians to misanalyze camouflage constructions in speech. Furthermore, given little meaningful exposure to AAE morphosyntax and to differences in AAE phonology, we may expect them to struggle with AAE more broadly.
2.4.
African american english and the criminal justice system. The relationship between AAE and the criminal justice system is a complex one. There is not a clear and direct link between dialect, contact with the criminal justice system, and ultimate outcomes. Rather, there is a web of correlations and complicated relationships.
Dialect is known to be correlated with socioeconomic status, race, and education (Labov 1994) . Race is correlated with socioeconomic status and lesser access to quality education (and therefore with speaking prestigious 'classroom' English) (Lewis 2003 , Lin & Harris 2008 , Shapiro et al. 2017 . Socioeconomic status and education are correlated with involvement in the criminal justice system (Shaw & McKay 1942 , 1969 , Sampson & Groves 1989 , Rekker et al. 2015 , Sharkey et al. 2016 , Swisher & Dennison 2016 .
There are documented racial disparities at all levels of the criminal justice system. African Americans are more likely to be stopped by the police, more likely to receive longer sentences in federal court, and less likely to receive reduced charges in plea bargaining (Harris 1996 , Fagan et al. 2010 , Rehavi & Starr 2014 , Yang 2015 , Fagan et al. 2016 , Metcalfe & Chiricos 2018 . In Philadelphia, African Americans are subjected to highly disproportionate rates of invasive personal searches. For example, in 2009, 12 The dissimilarity index (Massey & Denton 1988 ) is a measure of segregation that represents the evenness with which two groups are distributed across an area of study. Dissimilarity measures the percentage of a group's population that would need to move for each neighborhood to have the same percentage of that group as the overall metropolitan area. This index ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being complete segregation. Here, we multiply by 100 for ease of interpretation. The isolation index measures 'the extent to which minority members are exposed only to one another' (Massey & Denton 1988:288) and also ranges from 0 to 1 (with 1 being complete isolation). Again, we have multiplied by 100 here for ease of interpretation. Exposure (also called 'interaction') 'measures the degree of potential contact, or the possibility of interaction, between minority and majority group members' (Massey & Denton 1988:287) and also ranges from 0 to 1. When there are only two groups, exposure and isolation sum to 1, but when looking at black/white differences in Philadelphia we have to take into account other racial groups, so the exposure index is slightly lower than 100 minus the isolation index. e222 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 2 (2019) LANGUAGE AND PUBLIC POLICY e223 253,333 individuals were searched by the Philadelphia police, and over 72.7% of those searched were African American (Hancock 2012) . African American men are about six times more likely than white men to be incarcerated (Carson 2018) . As of 2008, Philadelphia had the fourth highest incarceration rate in the United States (Hancock 2012) . Not only are African Americans more likely to come into contact with the criminal justice system, especially those with less education and lower socioeconomic status (and therefore those who are most likely to speak more divergent, basilectal varieties of AAE), but AAE has also been demonstrated to be stigmatized in the courtroom, and to have been poorly understood and transcribed on some occasions. Rickford and King (2016) found that Rachel Jeantel's depositions and testimony were not fully understood or correctly transcribed in the murder trial of George Zimmerman over the death of Trayvon Martin (State of Florida v. George Zimmerman) . And in United States of America v. Joseph Arnold, an appeal in the sixth circuit hinged entirely on two features of AAE: the meaning of the word finna and its relationship to fixing to, and AAE copula deletion, with lawyers arguing that he finna shoot me was not the same as he's finna shoot me. 13 The dissenting circuit judge, evidently unfamiliar with AAE, claims: the statement contains no auxiliary verb (e.g. 'is' or 'was') connected to 'finna', which I understand to be a slang contraction for 'fixing to', much as 'gonna' serves as a contraction for 'going to'. … The lack of an auxiliary verb renders determination of whether Gordon intended to imply the past or present tense an exercise in sheer guesswork. (United States v. Arnold 2007) Copula deletion in AAE occurs in only the present tense (see Labov 1972 , Rickford et al. 1991 , Blake 1997 , Green 2002 , and the judge's justifications for her false claims were an appeal to material gleaned from the unreliable, crowd-sourced website Urban Dictionary. 14 We refer the reader to Rickford & King 2016 for a more complete picture of historical examples of the relevance of nonstandard varieties of English to the court record.
2.5.
Court reporting and the importance of the court record. The court reporter's job is to transcribe what is said fully and accurately. The court reporter must certify that their transcription is a correct record of what was actually said, and court reporters are, in turn, certified by the state and by their professional agencies as capable of accuracy. What the court reporter writes, in effect, becomes officially what was said. While it is true that, for the vast majority of AAE-speaking Philadelphians, cases may never go to trial, 15 the court reporter is present for depositions, witness statements, testimony before a grand jury (that is, for the decision to indict), and of course for an actual trial. Since what the court reporter writes is taken to be what is said, if there is an error in the transcription of a deposition, for instance, an entirely honest witness can be accused of perjury for contradicting a prior statement. And should an AAE-speaking defendant make it to trial, the transcript may play an essential role not just in the initial court proceedings but in any subsequent appeals as well.
It should be clear from the above that AAE is different from 'standard' varieties of English in both phonology and morphosyntax, that speakers of the most different varieties are more likely than others to come into contact with the criminal justice system, that dialect differences have played a role in previous cases, and that one possible place where cross-dialect comprehension may play a role is the court record-which is directly related to judicial outcomes. We turn now to an experimental study of court reporter comprehension of AAE.
3. The study. To investigate the potential for miscomprehension and mistranscription in the court record, we performed a study in which we gave Philadelphia court reporters naturalistic speech in AAE to transcribe. For this study, we constructed stimuli with representative morphosyntactic features of African American English spoken by native AAE speakers in order to quantitatively test (potentially cross-dialect) comprehension of AAE. We used a three-part pilot study to evaluate the stimuli and make sure that there was no individual voice, recording, or stimulus that was too difficult for all listeners. Participants in the pilot study were a convenience sample of non-AAE-speaking white Americans, AAE-speaking black Americans from Philadelphia and Harlem, and a sample of lawyers working in Philadelphia courts (who identified as white or as black). Once we were confident that the study materials were valid and not too difficult, we performed the full study on a sample of twenty-seven court reporters currently working in the Philadelphia courts.
3.1. The study materials. The study was designed to include naturalistic speech in AAE that had representative morphosyntactic features, as well as representative pronunciations appropriate for the Philadelphia courts. To that end, nine native AAE speakers were recruited from West Philadelphia, North Philadelphia, Jersey City, and Harlem. Speakers were balanced by gender (four women, five men) and were between the ages of twenty-five and sixty. All speakers had had contact with the criminal justice system. Utterances were not conceived by the researchers, but were rather taken from interviews with the participants, from things actually said by other AAE speakers in a natural environment, or from utterances cited in the literature on AAE as representative of particular features. We first selected utterances that contained one, and only one, of each of the morphosyntactic features, and then added utterances that included combinations of features. So, for example, the study contains utterances with just habitual be (e.g. He be angry 'He's often angry'), as well as combinations of features, such as habitual be and quotative talkin' 'bout and copula deletion (e.g. She be talkin' 'bout 'Why your door always locked?' 'She often asks "Why is your door always locked?"').
All speakers recorded the utterances for the experiment, and the set of experimental stimuli consisted of random speakers performing the utterances in a random order. 16 One sentence that was not recorded by all speakers was also included in the set, as it occurred during informal conversation following stimulus recording, but exemplified features we sought to test (My baby father used to be like 'She tweakin!' 'My baby's father used to say "She's tweaking [acting crazy]"!'). The speakers 'performed' the stimuli, rather than simply reading them. We conferred with linguists, native AAE speakers, and linguists who are native AAE speakers to confirm that the recorded utterances used as stimuli did not suffer from any 'reading effect'. Both lawyers in the pilot study and the court reporters in the main study indicated that they believed the utterances to have been recorded during court proceedings, and they inquired about how the researchers acquired such high-quality audio in court. The morphosyntactic features included in the test stimuli are listed in Table 1 , but the table is not an exhaustive list of all stimuli.
Pilot study.
For the pilot studies, participants did not have stenotype machines or stenography training. First, we conducted a pre-pilot wherein the initial thirty stimuli were tested on three native AAE-speaking volunteers, two from Philadelphia and one from Brooklyn, who were asked to transcribe and paraphrase or dictate a transcription and paraphrase to one of the researchers. The pre-pilot with these volunteers was used to ensure that there was nothing in either the voices used or the sentence structure that was confusing to native AAE speakers. These AAE-speaking volunteers all transcribed and paraphrased at 100% accuracy. 17 In pilot 1, a sample of laymen, we played the same sample of the thirty initial stimuli one time each for nine participants, all of whom identify as white and do not speak AAE. Either the participant transcribed what they heard in a Word document, or one of the researchers typed as the participant dictated (and confirmed that what was written 17 We also ran many of the stimuli by native AAE-speaking linguists, although somewhat unsystematically. All of them also accurately heard and paraphrased what was said. was what they intended), as with the pre-pilot volunteers. Participants were allowed to request to hear any sentence a second time and had unlimited time between sentences to create their transcription.
In pilot 2, a sample of lawyers, we played eighty-six stimuli once for seven lawyers who currently work in the Philadelphia courts, and we asked them to listen to and transcribe the stimuli, and to paraphrase them. 18 All lawyers did so on their own computers and had unlimited time between utterances to transcribe. They were allowed to ask to hear the utterance again. Three of the lawyers self-identified as AAE speakers.
3.3.
Pilot results. For pilot 1, there were a total of 270 (30 sentences × 9 participants) sentence/speaker observations. There were 155 observations (57.4%) in which both the transcription and paraphrase were incorrect. Only one was mistranscribed but retained the same meaning (what had happened was transcribed as <What happened was>). Of the 270 total observations, 176 observations (65.2%) were paraphrased incorrectly (34.8% were accurate), twenty-six (9.6%) were transcribed incorrectly but correctly paraphrased, and only eighty-nine (32.9%) were accurately transcribed, regardless of paraphrase accuracy. No individual utterance or speaker was universally misunderstood, and all participants evaluated the speakers to be speaking loudly and clearly, even when the participant could not necessarily understand what was said.
For pilot 2, there were 602 (86 stimuli × 7 participants) sentence/speaker observations. The speakers of SAE were 64.2% accurate in their transcriptions, and 63.2% accurate in their paraphrasing. The best performance was 73% transcription accuracy and 79% paraphrase accuracy, and the worst was 53.5% transcription accuracy and 42% paraphrase accuracy. The general sentiment among the white SAE-speaking lawyers was given voice by one participant: 'Wow, that was really hard!'. The three lawyers who identified themselves as AAE speakers, however, performed noticeably better, with 90% overall transcription accuracy and 93.5% overall paraphrase accuracy. The best performance was 92% transcription accuracy and 95.5% paraphrase accuracy. All of their errors were phonetically motivated (e.g. wish she'd transcribed as <wish you'd>). One of the black lawyers who self-identified as an AAE speaker remarked afterward, 'That was really easy. What was the point of it?'.
Neither the laymen in pilot 1 nor the lawyers in pilot 2 had any clearly stated professional expectation of comprehension or transcription accuracy, nor specific training relevant to this task. While the goal of the pilot studies was primarily to evaluate and refine the stimuli, we suspect that the results can be taken as suggestive of the top range of what one might find in a study of AAE comprehension among the general population, although to our knowledge no such study has yet been performed. The sources of miscomprehension in the pilot studies did not differ significantly from those in the full experiment, so we leave discussion of miscomprehension of AAE for §5. 19 It is possible that the lawyers were positioned to do better than the general population given their professionally driven exposure to AAE and their (possible) positive affect toward AAE speakers as defense lawyers who are often called upon to defend such speakers in court.
3.4.
The experimental study. Having validated the study materials through the pilot studies, we performed the full study on court reporters currently working in the Philadelphia courts. With the support of the Philadelphia courts' official court reporters pool, we solicited volunteer participation, with the incentive of $50 pay. Court reporters were told that we were interested both in how court reporters transcribe and in the role of 'accents' in their day-to-day work.
We obtained a sample of twenty-seven participants, who completed the study over a period of three consecutive weeks. Participants were given a transcription-andparaphrase task, in which they heard eighty-three utterances and were asked to transcribe what they heard as they would in court, 20 and then paraphrase the meaning of the utterance in 'classroom' English (most participants volunteered the term 'proper' English). 21 Each utterance was preceded by a one-second 220 Hz tone and one second of silence, played once, and then repeated after one second of silence. This was followed by ten seconds of silence to allow participants time to paraphrase or to revise. That is, for each utterance, participants were given a warning tone and time to prepare, and then the utterance was played twice. The test was performed in a quiet conference room in either a judicial building or the court reporters' offices (approximately 40 dB ambient noise), and utterances were played at a volume of 70 to 80 dB at ten feet. No participants were hard of hearing (as is a professional requirement), and none expressed difficulty with audition during the experiment (on the contrary, one even declared about the study environment, 'If we can't hear in this room, then we shouldn't be in the courtroom'). Participants used their own stenotype machines, or machines they borrowed from others in the office but routinely use in their day-to-day work. With two exceptions, all were modern stenotype machines that interface directly with a laptop and an industry-standard software program (e.g. Eclipse) to output a PDF. The exceptional cases were participants who used an older machine that required participants to first transfer their transcriptions via an 8-inch floppy disk to a computer, and which returned a standard text file.
Participants were then given unlimited time to revise their transcriptions, reflecting their normal workflow. Participants whose stenotype machines record audio were asked not to listen again to the test stimulus when revising their transcriptions; however, participants nearly unilaterally indicated that they felt no need or desire to do so. 22 Audio files recorded by the stenotype machines and participant transcriptions on their own machines were destroyed at the end of each session. Participants signed nondisclosure agreements, and by all evidence they did not discuss the content of the study with one another beyond telling court reporters who were undecided about participation that it was not a surprise speed test (in fact, nearly all of the participants expressed relief that 20 These are the same stimuli as those used in the second pilot study, but with three removed, since they were the same utterance spoken by different speakers. Interestingly, none of the pilot participants noticed the repetitions, and some of the participants correctly transcribed one of the duplicated sentences but not another, though there was no apparent pattern to their errors. 21 We know that paraphrasing is not part of a court reporter's normal job, but as we discuss in §3.6, we were curious if lack of understanding was related to mistranscription. It is possible that the cognitive strain of changing gears reduced the accuracy of subsequent transcriptions, but in posttest discussion, court reporters indicated that they did not feel this was the case. 22 We recognize that court reporters usually transcribe live speech and not recordings. We opted to use recordings rather than live speech in order to better control the experimental conditions. We recognize that in their normal work conditions court reporters have the ability to stop court proceedings to ask for clarification from the speaker, whereas they cannot do that with a recording (although, as discussed in §5.4, they indicated that they do not often ask for clarification in court, as they felt it was discouraged by lawyers and judges, and that they rarely make use of the recordings from their machines when preparing official transcripts after the fact). To account for this difference, we ensured that the recordings were of high audio quality, they were played at a high volume in a quiet test room, the speech was clear and relatively slow, and the court reporters heard each recording twice in a row.
it was not a test of transcription speed, and many said they thought the pace was, if anything, too generously slow).
3.5. The participants. The participants were majority white and overwhelmingly female, which is consistent with the field as a whole, and we had a proportion of African American court reporters (29.5%) approximately consistent with what can be expected nationally, based on the racial breakdown of people with court reporting degrees as of the 2016 American Community Survey. Among all of the court reporters in the study, three had completed college and one had some graduate study. All had heard of, and had strong opinions about, 'Ebonics', but 70% of them had never heard the term 'African American English'. On average, they had just over three years of professional training and eighteen years of work experience. The participants' work experience is summarized in Table 2 , and their demographics are summarized in Table 3 . Note that a sample of twenty-seven court reporters is approximately one third of the total pool of official court reporters employed directly by the city (as opposed to freelancers).
Unsurprisingly, none assessed themselves as having poor or extremely poor comprehension of AAE, and twenty-one of the twenty-seven court reporters said that they believed they comprehended AAE either 'somewhat well' or 'very well'.
3.6. Data analysis. All 2,241 transcriptions along with their paraphrases were evaluated by hand and double-checked for researcher agreement. In evaluating whether a transcription was correct, we checked only whether the correct words were transcribed in the correct order. That is, we did not care about capitalization, punctuation, or spelling. We accepted <we had went to the store, then, I got a text> as a correct transcription of We had went to the store then I got a text. We also did not consider spellings that accurately reflected speaker pronunciations to be wrong, so we counted, for in- Table 2 . Training and work experience of the court reporters who participated in the experiment. In evaluating paraphrase accuracy, we attempted to be as lenient as possible. Court reporters are not necessarily asked to think about what they are hearing, and the paraphrase task was outside of their normal practice. Also, while court reporters' understanding of what they hear may play into their ability to accurately transcribe, their personal understanding is not independently important with regard to the official court record.
If a paraphrase was ambiguous and could potentially be interpreted as accurately paraphrasing the stimulus, we counted it as correct. For instance, we somewhat leniently considered <I already told you that> as a correct paraphrase of I BEEN told you that, even though a more accurate paraphrase, which other court reporters employed, was <I told you that a long time ago>. In this particular instance, we did not necessarily expect the court reporters to be able to paraphrase something they may understand but have never 'translated' perfectly accurately-some clearly struggled with how to 'translate' BEEN, and most employed the strategy of using one or more adverbs: for example, 'I already told you that before'. The clearly wrong answers fell into two broad categories: (i) replacing been with standard English 'have been' as in <I have been telling you that> for I BEEN told you that, or (ii) obviously wrong paraphrases like <She already bought the drugs> for I BEEN went to the store. By the lenient standard, sixty-five of the 351 total utterances with stressed been were correctly paraphrased. By the stricter standard one referee advocated for, this number drops to thirty-four (mostly from three of the court reporters who consistently wrote some variation on 'a long time ago'). In general, however, such decisions were few and far between, because the types of errors the court reporters made were much more clear cut, as is discussed below.
For each court reporter, we evaluated whether the transcription of each utterance was correct (yes or no), whether the paraphrase of each utterance was correct (yes or no), the number of words in the utterance, and the number of words wrong for each utterance. We also evaluated whether the transcription altered the record of the people involved ('who'), the action or subject matter ('what'), the time or aspect ('when'), or the location ('where'). We evaluated whether the transcription altered whether an utterance was a statement or question and whether an utterance was a proposition or its negation ('force'). We evaluated whether errors were related to the morphosyntactic token in the stimulus or whether they were phonetic or phonological in nature. We evaluated whether the court reporter's paraphrase included assumptions of criminality not justified by the stimulus, whether the transcription was intelligible or 'word salad', and whether the transcription carried the same meaning despite being a mistranscription. In counting the number of wrong words, we were extremely conservative and did not count wrong words added between correct words in the right order, false starts, cases where the correct meaning was recoverable from the transcript (e.g. <O more> for no more), and so forth.
4.
Results. Despite certification at or above 95% accuracy as required by the Pennsylvania Rules of Judicial Administration (Supreme Court of PA 2016), the court reporters performed well below this level, with an average transcription accuracy of 59.5%, at the level of a full utterance. That is, 40.5% of the utterances were incorrectly transcribed in some way. The best performance on the task was 77% accuracy, and the worst was 18% accuracy. We think this bears repeating: the very best of these court reporters, all of whom are currently working in the Philadelphia courts, got one in every five sentences wrong on average, and the worst got more than four out of every five sentences wrong, under better-than-normal working conditions, with the sentence repeated. Participant performance is summarized in Figure 1 (the red line is 95% accuracy, the level at which they are all certified). Given that court reporters are not evaluated based on how many utterances are correct, but rather how many words are correct, we also evaluated them against a word error rate (WER). By this metric, they still do not meet their professional standards: mean performance was 82.9% correct, 12.1 percentage points below their lowest professional standard. The best among them performed at 91.2% accuracy, the worst at 58.4%-meaning the worst participant transcribed less than two thirds of the words correctly. Participant performance by WER is summarized in Figure 2 .
The participants' evident comprehension of what was said was significantly worse than their transcriptions. On average, they accurately paraphrased the utterances a mere 33% of the time. The best performance was 61% paraphrase accuracy, and the worst 8.4%. Their paraphrasing performance is summarized in Figure 3 (note that some court reporters did not paraphrase at all; the figure includes accuracy only for those who performed the task as requested). 24 e230 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 2 (2019) 24 Specifically, subjects 4, 5, and 15 did no paraphrases; while subject 21 partially completed the task, they were missing a full twenty-nine paraphrases, and every single paraphrase they did complete was incorrect and the paraphrases so odd as to make us question whether they understood the task fully. Since we were interested in average accuracy on paraphrasing, we therefore decided not to include subject 21 in the average paraphrasing accuracy for the sample.
It is important to note that their transcription errors and paraphrasing errors did not line up in any predictable way, as shown in Figure 4 . That is, court reporters could, and sometimes did, correctly transcribe an utterance but fail to correctly paraphrase it, or incorrectly transcribe but correctly paraphrase an utterance. For those who did paraphrase (twenty-four of the twenty-seven), they got both wrong about as often as they got both right (626 with both incorrect, 625 with both correct). Unsurprisingly, there are significantly fewer instances in which the transcription is incorrect but the paraphrase is somehow correct, though this scenario occurred 121 times, as shown in Table 4 . The results of a point-biserial correlation test between 'paraphrase correct' and 'word error rate' reveal a correlation of 0.30 for white court reporters and 0.31 for black court reporters; effectively, the number of words mistranscribed in an utterance was not a good predictor of whether the utterance was correctly or incorrectly paraphrased, and this did not differ by race. e232 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 2 (2019) The court reporters' transcriptions altered the who, what, when, where, and force of an utterance in 701 of the 2,241 transcriptions, fully 31%. For example, more than one transcribed He don't be in that neighborhood 'He isn't usually in that neighborhood' as <We going to be in this neighborhood>, meaning 'We are going to be in this neighborhood'. Table 5 summarizes the transcription error rates for court reporters who self-identify as black or African American and those who do not; the difference between the two groups is not statistically significant at the α = 0.01 level. That is, the black court reporters, who we may hypothesize are less likely to mistranscribe AAE, did not make statistically significantly fewer transcription errors on this test. There is, however, a significant difference in the types of errors black and nonblack court reporters made. When we look only at the mistranscribed utterances and classify them based on whether the error is related to the specific morphosyntactic elements the stimuli were designed to test or to the phonetics or phonology of some other part of the stimulus, it becomes clear that the black court reporters mistranscribed for morphosyntactic reasons and for phonetic or phonological reasons at roughly equal rates (49% of errors were morphosyntacPercent Correct tic), while nonblack court reporters made significantly more errors related to the morphosyntax of AAE (61% of errors were morphosyntactic); see Table 6 . 25 A chi-square test of independence shows this difference to be significant at the p = 0.005 level. 25 The errors in Table 6 do not add up to the overall number of wrong transcriptions because the table only includes errors that could definitely be classified as triggered by morphosyntax or by phonetics/phonology. Errors for which we could not determine a trigger are excluded from the table. Furthermore, the table only includes tokens from transcriptions where the meaning was changed by the error. For example, if the sentence was What had happened was… and the court reporter wrote <What happened was>, the meaning is not changed, and it is difficult to tease apart if morphosyntax or phonetics/phonology contributed to the missing word. 26 We should also note, however, that we instructed court reporters not to attempt to guess after the fact at the meaning of utterances they did not hear or understand during the test. Table 5 . Transcription error rates for black and nonblack court reporters. The difference between the groups is not statistically significant at p < 0.01 (χ 2 = 5.059, p = 0.024). Table 6 . Type of transcription errors by black and nonblack court reporters. The difference between the groups is statistically significant at p < 0.01 (χ 2 = 7.71, p = 0.005).
When we examine whether the reporters could clearly demonstrate that they understood what was spoken, there are also statistically significant differences. Black court reporters correctly paraphrased utterances into standard English 52.5% of the time when they chose to paraphrase at all (if we count 'no paraphrase' as incorrect, that number drops to 44%), while nonblack court reporters correctly paraphrased 33.7% of the time (29.4% with 'no paraphrase' counted as incorrect); see Table 7 . That is, neither group seemed to understand the majority of what they were hearing or to have the ability to communicate the meaning of the utterances clearly, but nonblack court reporters were significantly worse at this task, as the results of the chi-square test reported in Table 7 show. We discuss the black court reporters' relationship with AAE, social class, and language attitudes in §5.4 below. Table 7 . Paraphrase error rates for black and nonblack court reporters. The difference between the groups is statistically significant at p < 0.01 (χ 2 = 56.62, p < 0.001).
Finally, gibberish would have been introduced into the court record in 248 (11%) of the transcriptions had they been part of live testimony at trial. That is, participants either left stenotype 'untranslates' in their transcription, wrote utterances that were ungrammatical and nonsensical in both SAE and AAE, or invented vocabulary. See Table 8 for examples of such transcriptions. There are a number of possible reasons for this. As John Rickford noted (p.c.), they may have thought it better to write down something rather than nothing, since 'one can use the something to prepare a fuller more accurate transcript on a second or third attempt'. We note here that the court reporters were subsequently given the opportunity to revisit their transcriptions, and in many cases did not correct the 'untranslates' despite unlimited time to do so. 26 We also wish to reiterate that given the instructions they received and their professional training, they may have anticipated being evaluated against a word error rate, where an unintelligible utterance, but with some number of correctly transcribed words, is still better than no transcription. 27 We say their attitudes around 'Ebonics' are relevant, because by all indications, the court reporters had no attitudes whatsoever about African American English, having mostly never heard the term (see Table 3 
5.
Discussion. The court reporters evidently struggled with all aspects of AAE. The morphosyntactic elements we tested included some features of AAE that are not unique to it and that we expected to be understood (e.g. multiple negation, as in nobody never say nothing 'nobody ever says anything'), but even these utterances were not universally transcribed correctly. When utterances were correctly transcribed, court reporters were inconsistent in their ability to paraphrase the same morphosyntactic feature of AAE. As alluded to above, many of the incorrectly transcribed utterances were wrong not because of an error in transcribing the AAE morphosyntactic feature tested in that particular utterance, but for other reasons. That is, a court reporter may have heard and correctly transcribed stressed been or preterite had, but mistranscribed a different part of the utterance. The evidence suggests three broad issues: the sounds of Philadelphia AAE, the structure of AAE more broadly construed, and language attitudes around 'Ebonics'. 27 In the rest of this section, we discuss each of these in turn.
5.1.
Phonetic and phonological elements of miscomprehension. We cannot know precisely what is happening in the minds of listeners, but the types of transcription errors made by the court reporters were consistent with two potential triggers for miscomprehension. The first type of error is cross-dialect, and crosslinguistically common, mishearing. There is not yet much sociolinguistic literature on this subject, with the notable exception of Labov 2011, though there is a great deal of discussion on vowel and consonant confusion in the phonetics literature (Miller & Nicely 1955 , Wickelgren 1965 , Klein et al. 1970 , Shepard 1972 , Mermelstein 1976 , Weber & Smits 2003 , and the kinds of errors documented are consistent with learner errors taken for granted in historical linguistics (Crowley & Bowern 2010 , Campbell 2013 , Ringe & Eska 2013 . The second type of error is dialect-motivated mishearing (following Labov 2011).
With regard to the first type of error, all of the court reporters submitted a few transcriptions with errors that could be attributed to normal mishearing. Were this the only type of transcription error, participants would have been in the 95% accuracy range. These kinds of mistranscriptions include the following.
• confusing /p/, /t/, and /k/, especially after /s/ in a syllable onset, as in hospital → <high school> • ignoring or adding glottal stops, as in he been don't eat meat → <he better know he me>
• confusion between /l/ and /w/ and among voiced coronals (/l/, /n/, /d/), as in he been don't eat meat <he been delay me> • miscategorizing adjacent identical segments, as in wish she'd → <wish you'd> or wife friend → <white friend> 28 • mishearing (or not hearing) /h/, especially in unstressed syllables and sentenceinitially, as in he ain't even ask me that <ain't even … > • mishearing (or not hearing) schwa, especially sentence-initially, as in A nigga BEEN got home → <Nigger Ben got home a while ago> • changing one distinctive feature, for example, /m/ transcribed as /b/, as in Mark sister friend BEEN got married → <boss the friend Ben got married>
All of these kinds of mishearing are most likely phonetically motivated, the result of similar acoustic signatures leading to ambiguity. For instance, /l/ and /w/ have very similar acoustic signatures, with a noticeable dip in both F1 and F2, and potentially a dip in amplitude (Ladefoged & Maddieson 1998 , Ladefoged & Johnson 2014 . The second type of error we term dialect-motivated mishearing. By this, we mean instances in which the most plausible trigger for miscomprehension was a difference in dialect between the speaker and the listener, resulting in the listener positing different words than the speaker said. Labov 2011 discusses this kind of miscomprehension as a result of the Northern Cities Vowel Shift (NCVS), where speakers heard [bɔs] 'bus' as boss or [saek] 'sock' as sack in isolation and in shorter extracts from a full sentence, but could generally (but not always) recover the word bus or sock when given a recording of a full sentence, such as I can remember, vaguely, when we had the busses with all the antennas on top. The key takeaway for our purposes is the unsurprising finding that different accents can lead to miscomprehension, and that this can be due to systematic features of a dialect's sound system. Features of AAE that evidently caused confusion for the court reporters, often from their inappropriately assuming the presence of the feature and 'correcting' for it, include the following, and examples are given in the discussion below.
• monophthongization of /ɑ ͡ ɪ/ to /ɑː/ or /aː/ • deletion or vocalization of postvocalic /l/ and /ɹ/ • the feel-fill merger • the pin-pen merger • deletion of postvocalic /v/ • the deletion or addition of glottal stops, or inferring the wrong word following a debuccalized final stop Frequently, both common phonetically motivated mishearing and dialect-motivated mishearing appeared to work in concert, leading to transcriptions that diverged wildly from what was said but in evidently principled ways. For instance, in 9a the feel-fill merger seems to be one of the triggers of mistranscription, while in 9b, deletion of /v/ seems to be the trigger. In 9c, postvocalic /ɹ/-deletion in Mark, combined with failure to hear the [+nasal] distinctive feature of the initial /m/ but correctly hearing its place and voicing, combined with deletion of the unstressed syllable at the end of sister, which also had a deleted /ɹ/, leads to an erroneous transcription that would introduce gibberish into the official court record and leave the original utterance unrecoverable were this an official transcription. However, the phonetic distance between Mark sister as spoken by the AAE speaker in question and Boxes the in SAE is quite small-it is potentially the difference of [+nasal] on one segment.
(9) a. sentence: I don't even be feeling that. spoken:
aː oʊ ͡ ĩː bi fɪlɪ naeʔ transcription:
I am be filling her. b. sentence:
He a delivery man. spoken:
hi ə dəlɪːɹi maen transcription:
He's a leery man. c. sentence:
Mark sister friend been got married. spoken: mɑːk sɪstə fɹɪ bɛn ɡɑt maeɹiʔ transcription:
boxes the friend been got married. More often than not, it seemed as though court reporters were assuming features of AAE and attempting to correct for them, even when those features were not present in the speech they heard. For instance, a nasalized, reduced realization of don't in he don't in the utterance in 10 was evidently interpreted as /l/-vocalization in he'll in the transcription in 10a, and as AAE gon' /ɡ͡ oʊn/ [ɡõʊ ͡ ] 'gonna' in the transcription in 10b.
(10) sentence: He don't be in this neighborhood. spoken:
hi oʊ ͡ bi ɪ nɪs n͡ eɪbəhʊd a. transcription: He will be in this neighborhood. b. transcription: We going to be in this neighborhood. Similarly, the court reporters sporadically seemed to interpret underlying /ɑ/ as a monophthongized /ɑ ͡ ɪ/, which is a stereotypical feature of AAE that is widely consciously known by speakers of other dialects (Rodriguez et al. 2004 , Rahman 2008 . For instance, the first syllable of hospital in example 11a was evidently interpreted as a monophthongized pronunciation of high, which, combined with the acoustic similarity of /p/ and /k/ after /s/, led the court reporter to transcribe hospital as high school. In 11b, a pronunciation of locked that exhibits t/d-deletion and stop debuccalization was apparently interpreted as a monophthongized pronunciation of lie.
(11) a. sentence: He had asked me did I go to the hospital. spoken:
hi ʰae aes mi dɪd ɑː ɡ͡ oʊ t hɑspɪɾuʷ transcription: He asked me did I go to high school. b. sentence:
She be talkin' 'bout 'why your door always locked?' spoken:
ʃi bi tɑʔm b͡ ɑʊʔ 'wɑː jə dʊᵊ ɔlwe ͡ ɪz lɑʔ transcription: She be talking about'why you do always lie. The error in 11a was made by six of the court reporters, that in 11b was made by three of them, and only one made both mistakes, so there is nothing inherent to the pronunciation in either of the stimuli that was universally confusing to the court reporters.
It should also be noted that while the orthographic representations of the actual stimuli and the court reporters' transcriptions are very different, the orthography masks what may be much less drastic errors than they first appear. Plausible mechanisms of miscomprehension for examples 10b and 11b are schematized in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. For both, the Levenshtein distance between the actual speech stream and a plausible speech stream given a (wrong) hypothesis about what was said, using phonemes as a unit of analysis, is 1. That is, the phonetic distance between don't and going to or between locked and lie in standard English is significantly higher than the phonetic distance between possible realizations of these words in other dialects, as shown in Table 9 .
In fact, for some of the mishearings, an even more granular approach-one looking at distinctive features or spectral phenomena-may be the most fruitful. For instance, Figure 7 shows a spectogram of a speaker saying went there, as part of the utterance I BEEN went there 'I went there a long time ago'. One court reporter transcribed this utterance as <I been lived there>. A critical listen aided by spectrographic analysis reveals that the speaker said [wɪdeɹ] pen merger, th-stopping changes the initial /ð/ of there to [d] , and the coda /n/ in went is realized as nasalization on the preceding vowel. Note, however, that the nasalization on the vowel does not start until well into the vowel duration (at around 250 milliseconds). Note also that /w/ and /l/ have very similar spectral signatures, with both exhibiting a decrease in amplitude, a low second formant, and a high third formant. Finally, in most varieties of English, lax vowels do not appear in open syllables (Gordon 2002) , so the listener must infer some reduced or deleted syllable coda. While on the page the difference between went and lived is enormous, especially to native speakers of dialects other than AAE, the phonetic distance between plausible realizations of both (uttered [wĩ] and imagined [lɪ] ) is not that great-even less so when we recall that [lɪ] is a reasonable pronunciation of lived for some AAE speakers (one exhibiting both t/ddeletion and postvocalic /v/-deletion).
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The test setting was a much better setting than the court reporters' actual normal work environment, so such mishearings are still troubling, especially in light of the fact that native AAE speakers without the court reporters' training had no such difficulty with the task. 
Divergent Vowels and Philadelphia Accents
Lastly, there were a number of instances in which the court reporter mistranscription was apparently at least in part the result of some trigger relating to expectations about the White Philadelphia accent. Philadelphia English has been extensively studied (e.g., Labov, 1989; Labov et al., 2013; Labov & Fisher, 2015, inter alia) , and has a number of distinct It is important to recall, however, that this test was performed with clear, loud audio, and each utterance was preceded by a warning tone and was spoken twice, all in a quiet room. The test setting was thus much better than the court reporters' actual normal work environment, so such mishearings are still troubling, especially in light of the fact that native AAE speakers without the court reporters' training had no such difficulty with the task.
Divergent vowels and philadelphia accents.
Lastly, there were a number of instances in which the court reporter mistranscription was apparently at least in part the result of some trigger relating to expectations about the white Philadelphia accent. Philadelphia English has been extensively studied (see, inter alia, Labov 1989 , Labov et al. 2013 , Labov & Fisher 2015 and has a number of distinct characteristics that separate it from other accents in the Northeast. While, like all regional accents, it is in constant flux, the white Philadelphia accent can be broadly characterized as having fronted /o/ and /u/, so-called Canadian raising in which the nucleus of the diphthong in the price vowel raises before voiceless consonants so that right becomes [ɹʌ ͡ ɪt] but ride stays [ɹɑ ͡ ɪd], fronting of the nucleus of the mouth vowel so house is realized as [hae ͡ ʊs], and a complex system of tensing of /ae/ to [eə] before nasals, /f/, /s/, and /θ/ in closed syllables (detailed in Labov 1989) . So-called ey-raising, in which the face vowel is realized as /i/ in closed syllables, has also been reported for some white Philadelphia speakers (Labov 2011) . 30 See Figure 8 for a visualization of distinctive characteristics of the white vowel system in Philadelphia. 30 Labov 2011 refers to this as 'the raising of checked ey '. right ] , and a complex system of tensing of /ae/ to [e@] before nasals, /f/, /s/, and /T/, in closed syllables (detailed in Labov, 1989) . So-called ey-raising, in which the face vowel is realized as /i/ in closed syllables, has also been reported for some white Philadelphia speakers (Labov, 2011) .
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Figure 8: Philadelphia (White) Vowel System
The court reporters, being predominantly white women from Philadelphia or its suburbs, exhibited strong (white) Philadelphia accents. For instance, one, while talking about the responsibility inherent to her job, exclaimed that at the end of the day: "I get to go home 
These are legitmate concerns given how different white and black accents are in Philadelphia. African Americans in Philadelphia generally do not participate in the above described local sound changes, and have been documented as emphatically not participating in the white Philaldelphia tense /ae/ system, instead raising and laxing /ae/ to something approx-
'bag', keeping lax /ae/ before nasals, or variably participating in the supra-regional (white) pattern of tensing /ae/ before nasals only (Labov & Fisher, 2015) . The speakers in our sample generally did not exhibit features of white Philadelphia phonology, although one speaker from North Philly variably fronted her back vowels, and tensed /ae/ These are legitimate concerns given how different white and black accents are in Philadelphia. African Americans in Philadelphia generally do not participate in the local sound changes described above, and they have been documented as emphatically not participating in the white Philadelphia tense /ae/ system, instead raising and laxing /ae/ to something approximating [ɛ], as in [bɛɡ] 'bag', keeping lax /ae/ before nasals, or variably participating in the supraregional (white) pattern of tensing /ae/ before nasals only (Labov & Fisher 2015) . The speakers in our sample generally did not exhibit features of white Philadelphia phonology, although one speaker from North Philly variably fronted her back vowels and tensed /ae/ before nasals. Consistent with AAE in Philadelphia and New York but not with the broader literature on AAE, most of our speakers did not exhibit the pin-pen merger. Unmerged pronunciations, especially of stressed been, caused confusion, as in example 12, and more than once it was taken to be either a name or part of a name, as demonstrated in 12a and 12b.
(12) a. sentence: That cop partner been got transferred.
meaning:
That cop's partner was transferred a long time ago. transcription:
That cop partner, ben, got transferred. b. sentence:
A nigga been got home. meaning:
I got home a while ago. transcription:
nigger ben got home a while ago. c. sentence:
You been should have known that. meaning:
It's the case that you should have known that a long time ago. transcription:
You bench on that. Similarly, tensing of /ae/ before nasals caused confusion, so jam in example 13 was interpreted as jean by five of the court reporters, as James by three, as shame or same by three, as cane by one, and as king ([kiŋ] ?) by one.
(13) it's a jam [d͡ ʒ ĩə ͡ ] session you should go to. Note that four of these miscomprehensions seem to be related to assumed ey-raising (James, shame, same, and cane).
Finally, in at least one instance shown in example 14, the evidence suggests that it was the speaker not exhibiting a white Philadelphia accent-specifically, not exhibiting Canadian raising-that led the court reporter to posit a different word from what was said.
(14) sentence: He be tight about something. transcription: He put Tide on something. It is possible that for this court reporter, the expectation of a vowel alternation (between [tɑ ͡ ɪd˺] tide and [tʌ ͡ ɪt˺] tight) may have been the trigger for miscomprehension. 31 As one referee noted, lexical or morphosyntactic unfamiliarity may also have been at play in the previous examples.
More broadly, the evidence from this study suggests two hypotheses for further inquiry. First, while individuals may be comfortable with both 'standard' English and a different local variety, to the extent that two varieties that diverge in different ways from the prestige dialect are in contact, the ways they differ from the prestige variety and from each other may be triggers for miscomprehension. While divergence from the prestige variety has been shown to trigger miscomprehension, even among listeners of the same nonprestige variety as the speaker, to our knowledge there has not yet been a study of nonstandard dialects in contact. 32 Second, to the extent that speakers of a given dialect do not conform to stereotypical dialect patterns (e.g. AAE speakers who do not exhibit the pin-pen merger), listeners who are not thoroughly familiar with the dialect they are hearing may struggle to parse the input, even if what is spoken is closer to either the standard or the listener's nonstandard native dialect than the stereotypical dialect patterns would be.
Morphosyntactic elements of miscomprehension.
The results of the experiment suggest that the court reporters' paraphrases were dependent on context clues rather than a confident understanding of the morphosyntax of AAE. For instance, a court reporter might inconsistently paraphrase stressed been as a remote perfect marker in some utterances but as equivalent to have been in others, or might paraphrase habitual be as indicating habitual action in some utterances but as an incorrectly conjugated form of the verbal copula in others.
The general impression the transcripts leave is of court reporters attempting to make sense of utterances that they do not understand, often by fitting the spoken utterance to the next nearest grammatical utterance in SAE, whether or not the two utterances coincide. This can result in transcriptions that change important aspects of what was said, often in subtle, insidious ways. For instance, in example 15, the order of events in the transcription is precisely wrong. The utterance means 'Usually, he has already gone to bed when I get off work', but the transcription suggests 'he' goes to bed when, or after, the speaker gets off work. This kind of error can make or break an alibi, and a mistranscription of this kind during a deposition can be used to argue on the stand that a witness is perjuring themself when they attempt to clarify.
(15) sentence: He be done gone to bed when I be getting off work. meaning:
He has usually already gone to bed when I am usually getting off work. transcription: He is going to bed when I get off work. 31 This particular court reporter transcribed the jam session sentence with the single word 'inaudible', so we unfortunately cannot investigate a possible relationship between the two. 32 Labov 2011 does study cross-dialect comprehension, but not those in close geographic proximity and therefore in constant potential contact. e240 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 2 (2019) LANGUAGE AND PUBLIC POLICY e241
As John Rickford (p.c.) has pointed out, in 15 the transcriber 'reverses the habitually ongoing and completed predicates'. Similarly, in example 16, the proposition the speaker is negating is instead embedded in a structural presupposition (Yule 1996) . That is, the 'fact' that the police love us is assumed in the transcription, whereas it is a direct quote that is being negated in the actual utterance.
(16) sentence: Ain't nobody talkin' 'bout 'The police love us'. meaning:
Nobody is saying (that) 'the police love us'. transcription: There isn't anybody talking about how the police love us. Sometimes, court reporters changed what was said in an apparent attempt to 'clean up' the grammar, although those who did so were inconsistent in their attempts. This is discussed further below with regard to court reporter language attitudes, but it should be noted that in some cases the resulting transcription was ungrammatical in both AAE and SAE (as in example 17a) or significantly changed the meaning of the utterance (as in 17b).
(17) a. sentence: Where James' friend went? transcription: Where did James' friend went? b. sentence:
I was wondering when you tryna go. meaning:
I was wondering when you intend to go. transcription: I was wondering when you try and go. Even when the transcriptions were correct, it was clear that the court reporters often misanalyzed the morphosyntax. For instance, negative auxiliary inversion, as in example 18, when correctly transcribed was often paraphrased as a command, not a statement. A third of the court reporters (eight of twenty-four) paraphrased negative auxiliary inversion constructions as commands in this way.
(18) sentence: Don't nobody never say nothing to them. meaning:
Nobody ever says anything to them. paraphrase (1): Don't ever say anything to them. paraphrase (2): Don't tell the police anythin [sic] In example 19a, a remote past perfect marker is reinterpreted as pluperfect. Similarly, in some cases where morphosyntactic features of AAE were incorrectly transcribed, the court reporters appeared to insert or delete material in order to make an utterance make sense, as shown in example 19b, in which material is added that changes habitual be into the verb to be.
(19) a. sentence: They been don't go there no more. transcription: They hadn't gone there anymore. b. sentence:
He don't be in this neighborhood. transcription: He don't want to be in this neighborhood. Finally, and unsurprisingly, habitual be was frequently interpreted as a 'misconjugated' form of the verb to be, as in example 20.
(20) sentence: A nigga be workin'. meaning:
I am often working. paraphrase: That nigger is working. The trend of interpreting habitual be as a misconjugated form of to be is consistent with negative language attitudes about AAE that are popular with the general public. The court reporters exhibited quite a few common negative language attitudes about AAE, to which we now turn.
5.4.
Court reporter language attitudes. The court reporters all exhibited negative attitudes about AAE, or more properly 'Ebonics', as less than a third had even heard the term 'African American English'. They all expressed attitudes that align well with the idea that AAE is just 'standard English with mistakes' (Pullum 1999) , with the exception of one who grew up as a bilingual speaker and expressed a higher degree of metalinguistic awareness (but who had learned what they 33 knew of AAE on the job, figuring it out from trial and error).
After the task, the court reporters all enthusiastically discussed the task and the speakers, unsolicited by the researchers. We should note that both researchers with whom the court reporters interacted were in professional attire and are visually raced by strangers as white, which may have influenced both the reporters' desire for and the nature of the discussion. The court reporters expressed frustration with the format of their day-to-day work and shared 'war stories' about not understanding while in the courtroom. Many indicated that they did not feel they could regularly ask for clarification and that if they did not hear something, interrupting for clarification was strongly discouraged by the lawyers and judges. One told a story about how they had delayed court proceedings by insisting on knowing what a defendant said, and angered the district attorney and judge by asking for clarification five times. Another court reporter elicited surprised reactions from their colleagues by matter-of-factly declaring 'I'll ask 'em to repeat', with a shrug. It seems as though court reporters' apparent unwillingness to ask people to repeat stems from both discouragement by the rest of the court and a strong sense that their job is to hear and transcribe, and if they ask for repetitions they risk appearing unprofessional.
There is also a strong assumption that, because of their professional training and certification, they are accurate. This is coupled with an apparent assumption that AAE speakers simply do not speak correctly. For instance, one exclaimed: 'The judge will ask them to repeat, but won't tell 'em (exasperated) "You need to speak proper!"'. Another volunteered: 'Sometimes I have to be like "Okay, don't roll your eyes"'. One in particular expressed judgment of both AAE-speaking witnesses and AAE speakers on the bench: I'll get rid of the ums and uhs, but I'll write what was said. There's a judge who'll say something like 'where be those jawn' [sic] and I will write that down as it was said. 34 And I'm like 'you need to be careful'.
Court reporters grossly overestimated their ability to identify not just what was said, but also who the speakers were. For instance, one of the court reporters was adamant that they recognized one of the voices, a male speaker from North Philadelphia. Initially concerned that the court reporter had in fact heard our speaker in court, we later came to realize that they thought the speaker was Philadelphia comedian Kevin Hart (it was not). They would not hear otherwise.
Often, court reporters (and participants in the pilot studies) would volunteer evidence that they understand AAE in the form of statements such as 'I watched The Wire without subtitles', 'I watch BET', or 'I listen to Power 105 sometimes'. 35 One court reporter asserted: 'African American English isn't even my hardest task!'. This idea of familiarity with both African American language and culture is betrayed, however, by their frequent inability to correctly transcribe AAE clichés included in the stimuli like what had happened was and it be that way sometimes. 33 To preserve anonymity, we use singular they to refer to specific court reporters. 34 Jawn is a Philadelphia term meaning 'thing, whatchamacallit'. The utterance where be those jawn is ungrammatical in AAE. 35 Power 105.1 is a Philadelphia hip hop radio station. e242 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 2 (2019) LANGUAGE AND PUBLIC POLICY e243
The court reporters also exhibited frustration with the speakers and with African Americans in the Philadelphia courts. One exclaimed: 'The tenses drive me crazy! He be workin': what does that mean?! He is working? He works? He does work? That drives me nuts!'. This is a court reporter explicitly stating that they do not understand the dialect they are asked to transcribe on a daily basis, while framing it as a deficiency on the part of the speaker.
Perhaps more troubling is the undercurrent of assumptions of criminality. Fewer than ten of the stimuli made any mention of criminality or the justice system whatsoever, but a strong assumption of criminality was indicated both in discussions with court reporters following the task and in the paraphrases they submitted. One court reporter who was the first to speak in their group immediately upon finishing the task declared: 'I don't spend a lot of time in criminal court'. Another, in a different group, volunteered: 'They're clearly involved in drugs'. Unprompted, most groups began discussing their experiences in criminal court, with a few explaining that the stimuli sentences-neutral speech in AAE-sounded exactly like what they hear on a day-to-day basis in criminal court. One reporter in particular paraphrased nearly every sentence as having criminal meaning, including paraphrasing he ain't workin', but he be workin' as 'he sells drugs', I was curious, did his white friend call as 'Did you get any cocaine or crack cocaine', my boss don't be givin' a nigga enough hours at work as 'a prostitute not getting enough work', and the philosophical Is it a god above?, inspired by teenagers' musings in Labov's 1968 interviews (reproduced in Labov 1972 , as 'who is the boss of drug dealing'. Not all of the assumptions of criminality were this blatant, but often the male speakers and referents were evidently assumed to be drug dealers, drug addicts, and felons, and the female speakers and referents were evidently assumed to be prostitutes, battered women, or both. For instance, another court reporter transcribed it's a jam session you should go to as <It's a shame, sexually, what you go through>.
Many were also very squeamish around use of the word nigga. Another court reporter, who was black, volunteered of a young white woman: 'Poor [name] had to write nigger 36 I don't know how many times'. Another declared, 'I haven't had too many who say it', which was immediately met by a black court reporter with 'How you don't have people who say it?'. The response was 'I don't know; I just got lucky I guess'. More troubling than their discomfort around hearing the word nigga, which most volunteered that they heard often in testimony, was their discomfort around writing it. Some of them said things like 'I don't even have nigger 37 in my dictionary', meaning that it would either render as an 'untranslate', requiring the reporter to replace an unpronounceable string of letters later, or would simply appear as other words (for instance, one had multiple responses with <a anything or> instead of <a nigga>). Some went so far as to attempt to sanitize it by replacing it with other words. However, since quite a few did not understand that a nigga often has a first-person referent (Jones & Hall 2019) , in the process of ostensibly alleviating their discomfort around the word they altered the meaning of what was spoken, changing who did what, as in example 21. Others went in the opposite direction and made semantically neutral AAE a nigga into the standard English slur (and thereby also changed who was being referred to), as in example 20 above.
(21) sentence:
What a nigga told you? meaning:
What did I tell you? transcription: What did he tell you? This discomfort around 'the n-word' and stigmatization of AAE, especially vernacular registers of it, was not limited to the court reporters who self-identified as white. Black court reporters also voiced strongly negative evaluations of AAE. In some cases, they did so while simultaneously making use of AAE features in their own speech. One volunteered: '[name] and I don't talk like that. These people maybe didn't come from professional families or didn't have much education', but went on to say 'It's a lot of African Americans who don't talk like that', using AAE expletive it instead of the standard there. The same court reporter did not consistently understand some of the more different morphosyntactic features of AAE, while simultaneously exhibiting common, less marked, and less socially evaluated features-explaining, for example, that when they don't understand, 'I'll aks the lawyer'. Another of the black court reporters described how they had read about habitual be, noticed it in their own speech, and then attempted to eliminate it from their speech-the opposite of the desired outcome of the rehabilitative work linguists have been doing in pointing out the existence and validity of such constructions. One, whose own casual speech with the researchers exhibited apparently categorical absence of third singular -s on verbs, exclaimed after the transcription task: 'I can't stand when people talk like that. I hate that! It's torture!'. The performance of the black court reporters on the paraphrase task as well as the opinions they voiced about AAE and 'Ebonics' suggest a complicated relationship between these black professionals and AAE. They speak with AAE phonological and morphosyntactic patterns, but may not make use of all available features (Labov 1998) , especially those that are more divergent or socially marked, and may negatively evaluate its use in professional and legal spheres (consistent with e.g. Rahman 2008) while simultaneously diverging significantly from prestige standards and local white varieties.
At best, the court reporters took a somewhat patronizing, paternalistic, 'velvet glove' (Jackman 1994) approach to AAE and AAE speakers. However, all of the court reporters demonstrated a strong desire to improve. In the moment, they all expressed a desire for better training on accents and dialects, surprise at hearing that AAE is rule-governed, and a strong interest in knowing what its rules are. All of the court reporters who volunteered for this task expressed pride in their profession. Even the one who appeared the most flustered after the task explained that they were willing to do 'anything to help the profession'. Many volunteered suggestions for other accents they felt they did not have sufficient training on, and in fact, multiple groups suggested that the researchers perform follow-up work with British English, as well as various accents associated with other minority groups in Philadelphia (e.g. Cambodian and Vietnamese accents). We think it is crucial to remember that the majority of these court reporters do not have significant realworld experience with AAE outside of their profession, and that their professional training is focused almost exclusively on speed and transcription accuracy for standard English, with occasional legal and medical jargon. Put more simply, court reporters' training does not prepare them to accurately transcribe nonstandard dialects they are likely to encounter on the job. While they clearly do hold negative opinions of AAE, it is not clear how much of their miscomprehension is directly related to race and how much we might expect were they given Appalachian English, Scottish English, or Newfoundland English, for instance. In this regard, more research is sorely needed. 6. Policy suggestions. As Arthur Spears (p.c.) remarks, 'The injustice involved in court reporting is intolerable and is an insult to the legal notion of all citizens' receiving equal treatment under the law', and this should not be accepted. However, this is the result of a long historical process that will take enormous effort and great goodwill to undo. Extensive discussion and correspondence with senior scholars in sociolinguistics (particularly John Baugh, John Rickford, Arthur Spears, and Walt Wolfram) have made clear a general consensus that all paths forward must include changes to training and education and should utilize the media to bring broader awareness to the problem. As we see it, there is the specific problem of transcription inaccuracy, and the broader problem of a long history of deep injustice toward African Americans in the judicial system.
Regarding the issue of transcription inaccuracy, a handful of solutions that may at first seem appealing have serious flaws on further investigation. Colleagues have suggested ideas like (i) specialized training and certification for court reporters above and beyond their usual training, so that existing court reporters can optionally pursue additional training and certification, (ii) AAE translators in the courtroom, or (iii) replacing court reporters with speech-to-text or other natural language processing (NLP, sometimes incorrectly referred to as AI) technology. We believe all of these are untenable. The first does not take into account how transcribing jobs are assigned to court reporters and has the potential to reinforce treating AAE, and other nonstandard dialects, as if they are in some way outside the realm of a 'normal' court reporter's purview. The second is even more flawed: it runs the risk of completely delegitimizing AAE speakers in the courtroom, especially given that most non-AAE speakers in North America evidently believe that (a) they understand AAE and (b) it is defective. Furthermore, the speech of the translator becomes the official record of what was said, regardless of what the speaker actually said or intended. This adds yet another layer to an already overcomplicated and failing system. The third implies that technology can do better than the court reporter; however, there is ample evidence that speech-to-text and other NLP solutions perform poorly on AAE and other dialects and may further exacerbate the problem. Any solution to the (narrow) transcription problem must take into account the broader problem of harmful linguistic ideologies with common-currency anti-black stigma, bias (both conscious and not), and a court system that is the accumulated product of four centuries of white supremacy.
We propose that the narrow solution to the transcription problem that is most likely to make an incremental improvement is to require all court reporters to be certified not just on 'standard' English but on other dialects also, especially those they are most likely to encounter. 38 This should not be an 'add-on' but rather fully integrated into their professional training: their listening, accuracy, and speed tests should be performed on nonstandard speech and evaluated against the same standards as their performance on medical jargon, legal jargon, and other speech they are already tested on. This necessarily entails that they be taught the basics of dialects: that they exist, that they are systematic, and that their evaluation is social (and not the job of the transcriber to judge or alter). To take Philadelphia as an example, fully 44% of the population of the city is black, and they are disproportionately likely to come into contact with the criminal jus-tice system and criminal court. If the reporter's job is to faithfully transcribe, and linguistic variation is a scientifically demonstrated fact, then the court reporter is not being trained to do their job if they are not acquainted with the range of variation and taught how to accurately transcribe that range of variation in the course of their training. A court reporter who cannot transcribe AAE with 95% accuracy and works in criminal court in Philadelphia is, simply put, incapable of performing their basic job duties.
The broader problem of AAE in the courts, as it relates to all other participants, will require much broader societal solutions. First and foremost, linguistic education for the general population is necessary. This means continuing outreach from linguists, local activism, and changes in schoolroom approaches to dialect and prestige language. As Arthur Spears has suggested (p.c.), an intense and sustained media blitz is important to bolster activist efforts and bring awareness to the issue. A long-term solution requires us to change the views of the general public as relates to nonstandard dialects. We believe this boils down to insisting that English and Language Arts teachers teach what Labov (1970) calls the 'logic' of nonstandard English, and that they teach classroom norms not by insisting that nonstandard varieties are broken, but by situating nonstandard and prestige varieties socially. We recognize that this is no mean feat and that we are not the first to suggest or push for this solution. We believe that public scholarship and engagement with the general public; institutional support from organizations like the Linguistic Society of America in the form of policy suggestions, outreach, and training; and continued pressure from linguists and sociologists-especially those who are not from the affected populations and therefore have greater appearance of impartiality-are a potential starting point.
We intend to publish further research that attempts to empirically determine whether proposed remedies (i) have a positive impact and (ii) scale up. Currently, there is not enough research on dialect stigma and interventions against it, especially as relates to a judicial context, to provide necessary empirical support for the proposed policies. We plan to carry out a study to determine the effectiveness of sensitivity training combined with specialized dialect training on the alleviation of bias and improvement of cross-dialect comprehension. Additionally, we intend to replicate the current study with other nonstandard dialects, such as Appalachian English and Chicano English, to further document and quantify the problem of nonstandard dialect miscomprehension in the courtroom. Finally, we plan to study the effect of AAE miscomprehension in interactions between patients and medical professionals. The issue of cross-dialect miscomprehension has wide-ranging consequences across all aspects of social interaction. It is necessary both to test the effectiveness of remedies and to document the scale of the problem in order to begin to address it across the board.
7.
Conclusions. We have demonstrated that Philadelphia court reporters transcribed African American English at a dramatically lower level of accuracy than the 95% or higher level at which they are certified. Not only did they inaccurately transcribe mundane AAE sentences in a better-than-normal acoustic setting, but they also often failed to understand what was being said. Both the sounds of AAE and the structure were difficult for the court reporters. African American participants parsed AAE accents better, but all of the court reporters failed to understand and correctly transcribe what linguists may think of as well-studied, well-known features of AAE.
We also demonstrated in §2.4 and §2.5 the importance of the court record. Altered testimony, starting as early as a pretrial deposition, can have a ripple effect, leading to accusations of perjury (as with Rachel Jeantel in State of Florida v. George Zimmere246 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 2 (2019) LANGUAGE AND PUBLIC POLICY e247 man) or to lawyers arguing that witness statements are inadmissible as evidence based on their AAE syntax (as in United States of America v. Joseph Arnold ). Perhaps most pernicious, altered testimony may simply go unnoticed and unchallenged, but affect perceptions of witness credibility. We showed that the court reporters in our study held negative language attitudes around AAE. They immediately recognized voices as 'black' and associated black voices with criminality, deviance, and untrustworthiness. There was a strong perception that AAE speakers were unable to speak 'proper' or were in some way impaired.
Crucially, however, the court reporters did not seem to hold (or share) explicit antiblack racist ideology. 39 All of the court reporters expressed sympathy toward the people going through the criminal justice system, and all expressed a strong desire to improve their ability to serve AAE speakers. Unfortunately, their training does not line up with their task. None had explicit training on the sounds and structure of AAE, despite it being the native language variety of nearly half of the city they work in and a dialect disproportionately represented in criminal court. Their certification at 95% accuracy or higher on a different dialect, however, gave an inflated sense of their own accuracy and abilities. They evidently knew that their transcriptions frequently made no sense, but attributed it to some fault with the speakers.
Court reporters are expected to be the best ears in the room. They are the easiest to test on this kind of task. They have the most training of anyone in the courtroom when it comes to speech. It may not be unreasonable to expect lawyers, judges, and juries who do not speak AAE to parse and understand significantly less. That white lawyers and laymen alike do not understand AAE is supported by our pilot findings, though more research is needed.
At its heart, the criminal justice system is built on a foundational assumption that participants are uncovering the truth of events. But when verbatim transcription is not actually verbatim, and when not only the court reporters but also the lawyers, judges, and juries may not actually understand the language of defendants and witnesses, the truth can easily be distorted. In effect, African Americans who speak AAE are denied the right to testify, if their testimony can be altered or disregarded. While we are all familiar with the expression 'Anything you say can and will be held against you', for African Americans, it is evidently the case that even things you never said can and will be held against you. Until AAE speakers can be certain that their testimony will be faithfully transcribed and will be understood, there can be no justice.
